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1. Latitudes and Longitudes 

 Latitudes and Longitudes (coordinate system) are imaginary lines used to determine the location of a place 

on earth. 

 Example: The location of New Delhi is 28° N Latitude, 77° E Longitude. 

1.1 Latitude or Parallel 

 Latitude is the angular distance of a place north or south of the equator measured in degrees from the cen-

tre of the earth.  

 

Latitude (ϕ) and longitude (λ) are defined on a perspective spherical modal (Wikipedia) 

 As the earth is slightly flattened at the poles, the linear distance of a degree of latitude at the pole is a 

little longer than that at the equator.  

 For example, at the equator linear distance of a degree of latitude is 110.57 km (68.7 miles), at 45° it is 

111.13 km (69 miles), and at the poles, it is 111.7 km (69.4 miles). The average is taken as 111 km (69 

miles).  

 Important parallels of latitudes 
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 Besides the equator (0°), the north pole (90° N) and the south pole (90° S), there are four important par-

allels of latitudes: 

1. The Tropic of Cancer (23½° N) in the northern hemisphere.  

2. The Tropic of Capricorn (23½° S) in the southern hemisphere.  

3. The Arctic circle (66½° N) in the northern hemisphere.  

4. The Antarctic circle is (66½° S) in the southern hemisphere. 

 Latitudinal Heat zones of the earth 

 

Latitudinal Heat zones of the earth 

 The mid-day sun is exactly overhead at least once a year on all latitudes in between the Tropic of Cancer 

and the Tropic of Capricorn. This area, therefore, receives the maximum heat and is called the torrid zone. 

 The mid-day sun never shines overhead on any latitude beyond the Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of Cap-

ricorn. The angle of the sun’s rays goes on decreasing towards the poles.  

 As such, the areas bounded by the Tropic of Cancer and the Arctic circle, and the Tropic of Capricorn and 

the Antarctic circle, have moderate temperatures. These are, therefore, called temperate zones. 

 Areas lying beyond the Arctic circle and the Antarctic circle are very cold. Here the sun does not rise much 

above the horizon. Therefore, its rays are always slanting. These are, therefore, called frigid zones. 
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1.2 Longitude or Meridian 

 Longitude is an angular distance of a place east or west of the Prime (First) Meridian measured in degrees 

from the centre of the earth. 

 On the globe, longitude is shown as a series of semi-circles that run from pole to pole passing through the 

equator. Such lines are also called meridians.  

 It was decided in 1884 to choose the meridian which passes through the Royal Astronomical Observatory at 

Greenwich, near London, as the zero meridian or prime meridian.  

 All other meridians radiate eastwards and westwards of the prime meridian up to 180°.  

 Unlike the parallels of latitude, the meridians of longitude are of equal length.  

 The meridians of longitude have one very important function; they determine local time in relation to 

Greenwich Mean Time (GMT), which is sometimes referred to as World Time. 

 Longitude and Time 

 Since the earth makes one complete rotation of 360° in one day or 24 hours, it passes through 15° in one 

hour or 1° in 4 minutes.  

 The earth rotates from west to east, so every 15° we go eastwards, local time is advanced by 1 hour.  

 Conversely, if we go westwards by 15°, local time is retarded by 1 hour.  

 Thus, the places east of Greenwich gain time, whereas places west of Greenwich lose time.  

 A traveller going eastwards gains time from Greenwich until he reaches the meridian 180° E when he will be 

12 hours ahead of GMT (GMT+12).  

 Similarly, in going westwards, he loses 12 hours when he reaches 180° W. There is thus a total difference of 

24 hours or a whole day between the two sides of the 180° meridian.  

180° E and 180° W correspond to the same longitude. The difference is the direction of travel. 

 Standard Time and Time Zones 

 Standard Time is the time corresponding to a certain longitude or longitudes as chosen by a country. 

 Most countries adopt their standard time from the central meridian of their countries. E.g. IST corresponds 

to the time at 82.5° E longitude. 
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 The International Date Line (IDL) an imaginary line that passes through the Pacific Ocean. 

 Along the International Date Line, the date changes by exactly one day when it is crossed.  

 A traveller crossing the date line from east to west loses a day, and while crossing the dateline from west to 

east, he gains a day.  

Explanation: 

 180° E is GMT+12 and 180° W is GMT-12, hence the difference between 180° E and 180° W is 24 hours.  

 That is, time difference on either side of IDL is 24 hours. So, the date changes as soon as one crosses IDL.  

 

International Date Line 

 Why is the international dateline drawn in a zigzag manner? 

 The International Date Line curves from the normal 180° meridian at the Bering Strait, and at the island 

groups of Polynesia, Melanesia and Micronesia.  

 If the dateline was straight, then two regions of the same Island Country or Island group would fall under 

different date zones. Thus, to avoid any confusion of date, this line is drawn in a zig-zag manner. 
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 Some of regions along the dateline keep Asiatic, or New Zealand standard time, others follow the American 

date and time.  

 

Time Zones and International Date Line 

 

The Island Groups of Australia, Polynesia, Melanesia and Micronesia 
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IDL cutting across Oceania (Australia, Melanesia, Micronesia and Polynesia) (Jailbird, via Wikimedia Commons) 

Samoa, Christmas Island (Kiribati) and Tonga are the first places that welcome a New Year. 

Baker Island (USA) and Howland Island (USA) are the last to celebrate a new year. 

1.3 Comparison: Latitude vs Longitude 

Latitude Longitude 

 Angular distance of a point measured along the north or  Angular distance measured along the 
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Inclination of the Earth’s Axis 

 Shape of the earth 

 The shape of the earth is Geoid (some sources mention is as oblate spheroid). That is, the earth is slightly 

flattened at the poles and bulged at the equatorial region. 

 The radius at the equator is larger than at the poles due to the long-term effects of the earth's rotation 

(the speed of rotation, and hence the centrifugal force, is greater at the equator than at the poles).  

  

Geoid 

 The gravitation force is not the same at different latitudes on the surface. It is greater near the poles and 

less at the equator.  
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Answer: None are false, d) all 

2.2 Revolution 

 At the same time that the Earth spins on its axis, it also orbits or revolves around the Sun. This movement is 

called revolution. 

 The plane in which the earth revolves around the sun is called as orbital plane or the ecliptic. 

Most large objects in orbit around the Sun lie near the plane of Earth’s orbit, known as the ecliptic. The plan-

ets are very close to the ecliptic, whereas comets and Kuiper belt objects are at significantly greater angles to it. 

 It takes 365¼ days (one year) for the earth to complete one revolution around the sun. 

 Six surplus hours saved every year are added to make one day over a span of four years.  

 This surplus day is added to the month of February. Thus, every fourth year, February is of 29 days instead 

of 28 days. Such a year with 366 days is called a leap year. 

 Solstice 

 

 Summer solstice 

 On 21st June, the northern hemisphere is tilted towards the sun, and the rays of the sun fall directly on the 

Tropic of Cancer. As a result, these areas receive more heat.  
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 Since a large portion of the northern hemisphere is getting light from the sun, it is summer in the regions 

north of the equator.  

 The longest day and the shortest night all across the northern hemisphere occur on 21st June.  

 At this time in the southern hemisphere, all these conditions are reversed. It is winter season there. The 

nights are longer than the days.  

 This position of the earth is called the summer solstice. (For southern hemisphere 21st June is winter solstice) 

 During summer solstice the whole of Arctic region falls within the ‘zone of illumination’ all day long. 

 

 Winter solstice 

 On 22nd December, the Tropic of Capricorn receives direct rays of the sun.  

 The longest night and the shortest day all across the northern hemisphere occur on 22nd December.  

 It is summer in the southern hemisphere with longer days and shorter nights. The reverse happens in the 

northern hemisphere.  

 This position of the earth is called the winter solstice. (For southern hemisphere 22nd December is summer 

solstice) 

 Midnight sun 

 Because of the axial tilt of the Earth, the Sun does not set at high latitudes in local summer. 

 The number of days per year with potential midnight sun increases as one goes closer towards the poles.  
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 The Sun remains continuously visible for one day during the summer solstice (21st June in the Northern 

Hemisphere and 22nd December in the Southern Hemisphere) at the polar circle, for several weeks only 100 

km closer to the pole, and for six months at the pole.  

  

The Sun sets and rises very close to the horizon at the higher latitudes 

 At extreme latitudes, the midnight sun is usually referred to as polar day. 

 At the poles themselves, the Sun rises and sets only once each year on the equinox.  

 The opposite phenomenon, polar night, occurs in winter when the Sun stays below the horizon throughout 

the day. 

 Daylight saving in temperate regions 

 Daylight saving time (DST) or summer time is the practice of advancing clocks during summer months by 

one hour or more.  

 In DST, evening time is increased by sacrificing the morning hours. 

Normal days = Start office at 10 AM and close at 5 PM.  

DST = Start office at 9 AM and Close at 4 PM 

 Typically, users in regions with summer time (countries in extreme north and south) adjust clocks forward 

one hour close to the start of spring and adjust them backwards in the autumn to standard time. 
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Apparent position of the Sun due to Refraction of Light 

 Perihelion and Aphelion 

 The earth revolves around the sun in an elliptical orbit with the sun at one of the foci. 

 Approximately every 100,000 years, Earth's orbital path changes from being nearly circular to elliptical due 

to gravitational influences of other planetary objects, particularly the Moon. 

 The Earth is closest to the Sun at its perihelion which occurs about two weeks after the December Sol-

stice.  

 At perihelion position, the earth is about 147.1 million km away from the sun. 

 It is farthest from the Sun at its aphelion which occurs about two weeks after the June Solstice. 

 At aphelion position, the earth is about 152.1 million km away from the sun. 

 The dates when Earth reaches the extreme points on its orbit are not fixed.  
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Phases of the Moon (Wikipedia) 

 

Phases of the Moon (Wikipedia) 

 The lunar phase or phase of the Moon is the shape of the sunlit portion of the Moon as viewed from Earth. 

 The Moon's rotation is tidally locked by Earth's gravity; therefore, most of the same lunar side always faces 

Earth. This near side is variously sunlit, depending on the position of the Moon in its orbit.  

Tidal locking is the situation when an object's orbital period matches its rotational period. E.g. the Moon’s rota-

tion time is 27.3 days, just the same as its orbital time, 27.3 days. 
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The Moon completes one revolution  

 relative to the fixed stars in about 27.32 days (a sidereal month) and  

 relative to the Sun in about 29.53 days (a synodic month). 

Thus, one Georgian year = 12 Georgian months = ~ 13.37 sidereal months =~ 12.37 synodic months 

 The time difference in sidereal and synodic months is due to the constantly shifting orbital positions of 

the Moon around Earth and of Earth around the Sun. 

 Supermoons & Micromoons 

 The Moon's phase and the date of its approach to its perigee or apogee are not synced.  

 When a Full Moon or New Moon occurs close to the Moon's perigee, it is known as a Supermoon.  

 On the other hand, when a Full Moon or New Moon occurs close to the Moon's apogee, it is known as a 

Micromoon. 

  

Supermoon and Micromoon 

 Solar Eclipse 

 A solar eclipse happens when the moon gets in the way of the sun’s light and casts its shadow on Earth. 
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Solar Eclipse (NASA illustration) 

 The type of solar eclipse that happens during each season (whether total, annular or partial) depends on 

apparent sizes of the Sun and Moon. 

 Total Solar Eclipse (Umbra) 

 A total solar eclipse occurs when the sun and the moon are exactly in line with the Earth and the moon 

completely obscures the sun. 

 During a total solar eclipse, the sun’s corona is visible to the naked eye as a bright ring around the ob-

scured sun. 

 A total solar eclipse happens about every year and a half somewhere on Earth.  

 The moon’s shadow on Earth isn’t very big, so only a small portion of places on Earth will see it. 

 On average, the same spot on Earth only gets to see a solar eclipse for a few minutes about every 375 

years! 

 

Sun’s Corona during a total solar eclipse 

 Umbra 

 Umbra is the region of the shadow of the moon in which all light from the sun is completely excluded. 
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 Thus, in an eclipse of the Sun, the regions within the umbra experience a total solar eclipse. 

 During any one eclipse, totality (total solar eclipse or umbra) occurs at best only in a narrow track on the 

surface of Earth. This narrow track is called the path of totality. 

 

Path of totality (umbra) (Credits) 

 Annular Solar Eclipse  

 An annular eclipse occurs when the Sun and Moon are exactly in line with the Earth, but the apparent size 

of the Moon is smaller (when the moon is at its apogee) than that of the Sun.  

 Hence the Sun appears as a very bright ring surrounding the dark disk of the Moon. 

 

Annular Solar Eclipse 
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 How red the moon appears can depend on how much pollution, cloud cover or debris there is in the at-

mosphere. 

 

Lunar Eclipse and Blood Moon (Eggishorn, from Wikimedia Commons) 

 Why don’t we have a lunar eclipse or a solar eclipse every month? 

Why not every full moon day a lunar eclipse? Why not every new moon day a solar eclipse? 

 Not every new moon causes a solar eclipse and not every full moon sees a lunar eclipse. 

 This is because of the of moon’s tilted orbit around Earth with respect to the earth’s orbital plane (eclip-

tic).  
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Moons orbital plane is tilted to the earth’s ecliptic (Earth's orbital plane) by about 5.1° (NASA) 

 Solar and lunar eclipses happen only during an eclipse season when the plane of the Earth's orbit 

around the Sun crosses with the plane of the Moon's orbit around the Earth.  

 

Eclipse season occurs at the descending and the ascending nodes (SuperManu, Wikipedia) 

 It is because of the non-planar and non-circular differences that eclipses are not a common event.  

 If the orbit of the Earth around the Sun and the Moon's orbit around the Earth were both in the same plane, 

then there would be a lunar eclipse at every full moon, and a solar eclipse at every new moon. 

 And if both orbits were perfectly circular, then each solar eclipse would be the same type every month.  

 Prelims Question: Variations in the length of daytime and nighttime from season to season are 

due to 

In simple words, seasons are caused due to? 
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 Thus, dust particles are an important contributory factor in the formation of clouds and different 

forms of precipitation, fog and hailstones, etc. 

Mains 2015: How far do you agree that the behaviour of the Indian monsoon has been changing due to 

humanising landscapes? Discuss. 

 Humanising landscapes refers to the large-scale interaction of humans with the natural environment and 

the consequent changes brought upon due to such interactions.  

 Examples of such interactions include urbanisation, industrialisation, deforestation and desertification, de-

pletion of water resources, etc. 

 Consequences of such interactions include rapid increase in concentration of greenhouse gases and aero-

sols in the atmosphere, global climate change, changes in sea surface temperature, alarming rate of deple-

tion of natural resource, imbalances in the ecosystems, etc. 

Impact on Monsoons 

 The increasing incidence of El Nino, La Nina, El Nino Modoki, IOD, due to climate change post-industrial 

revolution has an overarching effect on the overall mechanism of the Indian Monsoons. 

 Localised pollution (condensation nuclei), deforestation, on the other hand, cause a change in regional 

monsoon patterns. 

 The impact of El Nino, La Nina, El Nino Modoki, etc. will be discussed in the chapter on ‘Indian Monsoons’. 

 Here let us focus on the impact of condensation nuclei on the behaviour of the Indian monsoons. 

High concentration of condensation nuclei disrupts regional patterns of Indian monsoons  

 Increase in the number of condensation nuclei due to increased availability of pollutants and dust particles 

will increase condensation of water vapour. 

 As the urban atmosphere tends to have greater concentration of condensation nuclei due to vehicular pol-

lution and construction activity, the monsoonal rainfall is disproportionately high in the urban areas.  

 As a consequence, the agriculture-dependent rural areas tend to receive disproportionately low rainfall. 

3.3 Structure of Atmosphere 
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 The atmosphere can be studied as a layered entity – each layer having its peculiar characteristics. These lay-

ers are systematically discussed below. 

1. Troposphere: 0 to 12 km 

2. Stratosphere: 12 to 50 km 

3. Mesosphere: 50 to 80 km 

4. Thermosphere: 80 to 700 km 

5. Exosphere: 700 to 10,000 km 

 

Layers of the atmosphere (Wikimedia Commons) 
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 Regions beyond 40° N and S latitudes lose more heat than that gained from sunlight. Hence, they are en-

ergy deficit regions (because of slant sunlight and high albedo of polar regions). 

 Going by this logic, the tropics should have been getting progressively hotter and the poles progressively 

cooler. And the planet would have been inhospitable except for few regions near mid-latitudes.  

 But this is not the case as the atmosphere and the oceans transfer excess heat from the tropics (energy sur-

plus region) towards the poles (energy deficit regions) making up for heat loss at higher latitudes.  

 And most of the heat transfer takes place across the mid-latitudes (30° to 50), and hence much of the 

stormy weather (jet stream and temperate cyclones) is associated with this region.  

 Thus, the transfer of surplus energy from the lower latitudes to the deficit energy zone of the higher 

latitudes maintains an overall balance over the earth’s surface.  

 

Latitudinal Heat Balance (Credit: NASA) 

4.5 Heat Budget 
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 The earth receives a certain amount of Insolation (short waves – UV and visible part of the electromag-

netic spectrum) and gives back heat into space by terrestrial radiation (longwave or infrared radiation).  

 Through this give and take, or the heat budget, the earth maintains a constant temperature. 

 Prelims Practise: The atmosphere is mainly heated by the:  

a) Short wave solar radiation  

b) Long wave terrestrial radiation  

c) Reflected solar radiation  

d) Scattered solar radiation 

 

Explanation:  

 51 units of the incoming shortwave (daytime) radiation is directly absorbed by the earth’s surface. 

 35 units are lost even before reaching the surface due to albedo (2 units), reflection by atmosphere (6 

units) and reflection by the clouds (27 units). 

 The remaining 14 units of the incoming shortwave (daytime) radiation is absorbed by the atmosphere. 

 Hence, the incoming shortwave radiation is responsible for only 14 units out of the total 48 units ab-

sorbed by the atmosphere.  

 The remaining 34 units are received from the outgoing longwave (infrared) terrestrial radiation. 

Answer: d) Long wave terrestrial radiation 
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 Latent heat is the amount of energy absorbed or released by a substance during a change in its physical 

state (phase change) that occurs without changing its temperature.  

 For example, when a pot of water is kept boiling, the temperature remains at 100 °C until the last drop 

evaporates because all the heat being added to the liquid is absorbed as latent heat of vaporisation and 

carried away by the escaping vapour molecules.  

 Similarly, while ice melts, it remains at 0 °C, and the liquid water that is formed with the latent heat of fu-

sion is also at 0 °C. 

 Explanation 

   

Graph: On X – axis: Heat supplied to the system; On Y – Axis: Temperature change in the system 

 From the above graph, we can observe that there is no change in temperature in the system during change 

of state or phase change. Then where did the heat supplied go?  

 Initially, the heat supplied is used to raise the temperature of the system (A-B and then C-D) 

 During phase change, the heat supplied is consumed to turn solid into liquid (B-C: latent heat of fusion – 

heat absorbed) and then liquid into gas (D-E: latent heat of vaporisation – heat absorbed).  

 Thus, the heat supplied in used in phase change. Hence temperature of the system remains constant during 

phase change process.  (B-C & D-E) 
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 Adiabatic Lapse Rate is the rate of fall in temperature of a rising or a falling air parcel adiabatically. 

 Adiabatic change refers to the change in temperature with pressure.  

 Adiabatic Lapse rate is governed by Gas law. 

Adiabatic or adiabatically: Heat doesn’t enter or leave the system. All temperature changes are internal. 

Gas law: According to gas law Pressure ‘P’ is directly proportional to Temperature ‘T’ when Volume ‘V’ is a con-

stant.  

 Relation between pressure, temperature and volume  

Example 1: A balloon 

 When we blow air into a balloon, pressure increases but temperature doesn’t increase due to proportionate 

increase in volume (here V is not constant).  

 When excess air is blown, balloon bursts as it cannot withstand the pressure. 

Example 2: Vehicle tube 

 In a vehicle tube, volume remains constant. When air is blown, pressure increases and hence the tempera-

ture.  

 We are usually advised not to have full-blown tubes because when vehicle travels on a road, the friction 

between the tire and the road increases the temperature of the air in the tube.  

 As temperature is directly proportional to pressure, increase in temperature leads to increase in pressure 

and at certain pressure threshold, the tire bursts. 

The above examples explain the relation between Pressure, Temperature and Volume.  

But the processes are non-adiabatic as there is (will be) heat exchange between the system and the external 

environment.   

 Adiabatic Process: Temperature changes in a parcel of rising or falling air 

 An air bubble rises in water whereas stone sinks. This is obvious. The stone is denser (heavier than water), 

and it sinks whereas the air bubble is less dense (lighter than water) and it rises. 
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 The beginning of fall is a non-adiabatic process as there is an exchange of heat between the air parcel and 

the surrounding environment. 

 When an air parcel is falling, the atmospheric pressure acting on it will increase, and its internal tempera-

ture will increase adiabatically (this is negative adiabatic lapse rate as the temperature is rising).  

Lapse Rate  change in temperature with height.  

Adiabatic Lapse Rate  change in temperature of a rising parcel of air without either losing heat to the exter-

nal environment or gaining heat from the external environment. 

Rising parcel of air  On ascent, the air expands as pressure decreases. This expansion reduces the temperature 

and aids condensation of water vapour. Condensation of water vapour releases the latent heat of condensation 

in the process. 

Falling parcel of air  On descent through atmosphere, the lower layers are compressed under atmospheric 

pressure. As a result, the temperature increases. 

Katabatic Wind  a hot dry wind that blows down a mountain slope. It is an example for a falling parcel of air 

in which the temperature changes happening adiabatically.  

 

Adiabatic Lapse Rate and Lapse Rate 
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 For this reason, the lapse rate is of prime importance to meteorologists in forecasting certain types of cloud 

formations, the incidence of thunderstorms, and the intensity of atmospheric turbulence. 

 Weather conditions at different adiabatic lapse rates 

 

Weather conditions at different adiabatic lapse rates 

LR = 6 °C/km  

DALR  ALR > 6 °C/km 

WALR  ALR < 6 °C/km 

Absolute stability: ALR (at a place) > DALR  Little moisture in the air parcel (it won’t rain) 

Conditional stability: WALR < ALR < DALR  Normal moisture conditions (it may or may not rain) 

Absolute instability: ALR (at a place) < WALR  Excess moisture in the air parcel (it will rain) 

 Absolute stability: ALR (at a place) > DALR 

 The above condition means that there is little moisture in air. 
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Temperature Inversion in Intermontane Valley (Air Drainage Type of Inversion) 

 Ground Inversion (Surface Temperature Inversion) 

 This type of inversion occurs when air in contact with a colder surface becomes cooler than the overlying 

atmosphere. 

 This occurs most often on clear nights when the ground cools off rapidly by radiation.  

 If the temperature of surface air drops below its dew point, fog may result.  

 This kind of temperature inversion is very common in the higher latitudes. 

 In the lower and middle latitudes, this kind of inversion gets destroyed easily during daytime. 

 

Ground Inversion (Surface Temperature Inversion) 

 Subsidence Inversion (Upper Surface Temperature Inversion) 

 A subsidence inversion develops when a widespread layer of air descends.  
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 As it descends, the ambient atmospheric pressure increases and the layer is compressed and heated.  

 If the air mass sinks low enough, it forms a warm intermediate layer which is at a higher temperature com-

pare to the layers below, producing a temperature inversion.  

 Subsidence inversions are common over areas located under large high-pressure centres. 

 Such conditions occur in the northern continents in winter and over the subtropical oceans. 

 This temperature inversion is also called upper surface temperature inversion because it takes place in the 

upper parts of the atmosphere. 

 

Subsidence Inversion (Upper Surface Temperature Inversion) 

 Frontal Inversion (Advectional type of Temperature Inversion) 

 A frontal inversion occurs when a cold air mass undercuts a warm air mass and lifts it aloft.  

 This kind of inversion has considerable slope, whereas other inversions are nearly horizontal.  

 Also, humidity may be high, and clouds may be present immediately above it. 

 This type of inversion is unstable and is destroyed as the weather changes.  

 

Frontal Inversion (Advectional type of Temperature Inversion) 

 Effects of Temperature Inversion 

 Convection is inhibited: An inversion acts as a cap on the upward movement of air from the layers below. 
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Farrell’s Law: winds in the northern hemisphere get deflected to the right 

 Due to this effect, winds in the northern hemisphere get deflected to the right of their path and those 

in the southern hemisphere to their left (Farrell’s Law). 

 This deflection force does not seem to exist until the air is set in motion and increases with wind velocity 

and an increase in latitude.  

 

Cyclones in the northern hemisphere rotate anti-clockwise due to Coriolis force 

 Coriolis effect 
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Major Pressure Belts and Wind Systems 

 The pressure belts are not permanent in nature. They oscillate with the apparent movement of the sun. In 

the northern hemisphere in winter they move southwards and in the summer northwards. 

 Equatorial Low-Pressure Belt or ‘Doldrums’  

 Th equatorial low-pressure belt lies between 10°N and 10°S latitudes. 

 The position of the belt varies with the apparent movement of the Sun. 

 Its width may vary seasonally between 5°N and 5°S and 20°N and 20°S.  

 This belt happens to be the zone of convergence of trade winds (Intertropical Convergence Zone or 

ITCZ) from two hemispheres from sub-tropical high-pressure belts.  

 This belt is also called the doldrums, because of the extremely calm air movements. 


